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Thank you for choosing Liliputi® Soft Structured Baby Carrier 
This  booklet will guide you through the wearing techniques, 
will show you some important safety information and give in-
structions on how to care for your carrier to ensure a long and 
satisfactory lifespan.
 
The Liliputi® SSC holds the baby softly, gently and safely. It is 
also easy to use for beginners.  With the help of a buckle you 
can put the carrier on and take it off quickly, while adjustable 
straps allow you to fit it your shape. If you do not need it, you 
can just fold it to a small size, it weighs less than half kilo.

Although this carrier is designed primarily for front & back 
carry, the shoulder straps that can be either disconnected or 
crossed allow you to wear it comfortably on your hip. 

The Rainbow Line carriers feature an additional removable 
infant insert, enabling their use even for newborn babies.  

The removable and adjustable sleeping hood functions as a 
support for the baby’s head and neck while asleep, as well 
as providing protection from the sun. The hood is attached 
with snap buttons so is easily removed when not needed, or 
can be stored in the pocket provided. 

The high quality buckles designed for maximum safety, and ad-
ditional protection, there are securing straps beneath the clips.
 
The sliding adjuster on the shoulder strap enables additional 
adjustments for more comfort and to assist in breastfeeding 
while carrying. 

The chest strap is adjustable and the elasticated part ena-
bles free movement. 

The straps are fitted with Velcro and a rubber ring to ensure 
the free ends of the straps can be secured neatly. 

The materials used throughout the carrier conform to the 
highest quality and safety standards, meeting the require-
ments of the Oekotex Standard 100. The materials are custom 
made for Liliputi, therefore we can directly control all aspects 
of the material, including the composition of the fabrics, the 
ratio of cotton and linen used, as well as supervise the dying 
of the fabrics. 

Welcome!
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Please read this instruction booklet carefully before using the 
carrier. Practice in front of a mirror or ask for help until you are 
100% sure of the way the carrier should be used. 

Whilst carrying, check the baby regularly to ensure that:
1. The baby is safely positioned according to this instruction 

booklet. 
2. You can fit at least two fingers between the baby’s chin 

and chest. 
3. Your baby’s nose and mouth are visible.
4. Your baby is breathing normally! Reposition the baby if 

its breathing is raspy, loud or abnormal.

Do not wear your carrier during sport activities (like bicycling, 
running, jumping, etc.) and whilst driving!

While carrying a baby pay more attention than usual, as in-
attention can lead to falls or failure to notice of danger

After  breastfeeding, move the baby’s face away from the 
breast and reposition the baby.

Always make sure the waist belt is closed properly before 
placing your child into the Liliputi® carrier, and keep it closed 
while the child is inside. 

Neither the manufacturer nor distributor accepts any re-
sponsibility for injury/damage due to the use/misuse of this 
product. Take care of your baby’s safety and comfort. Your 
child’s safety is your responsibility!

Rainbow Line carriers are suitable for infants and children be-
tween 3.5 kg - 20 kg. Depending on the physique, till about 3 
months old use the carrier only with the newborn lining. Clas-
sic Line carriers are suitable for children between 7 kg - 20 kg.

Composition:
Body: 60% Cotton 40% Linen - Oekotex 100 certified
Inner side (Classic Line): 100% natural unpainted cotton Oe-
kotex 100 certified; (Rainbow Line):  60% Cotton 40% Linen 
(Oekotex 100 certified) 
Decor (Rainbow Line): 100% cotton

Washing instructions:
Machine washable at 30°C. Requires a low speed spin. In or-
der to preserve the carrier we recommend local cleaning if 
possible. If the carrier requires total cleaning, it is machine 
washable at low temperature. 
 
Have Questions?
Call us:  +36 1 631 6519     Email us: info@liliputi.com

Safety and Care 
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!
The use of the lin-
ing permits carrying 
newborn babies. En-
suring carrying from 
the first moments the 
width of the support 
and the height of the 
sitting position con-
form to the size of  
infants.

1. Pull the straps under the safety elastic bends and fasten the waist belt tightly, allow 
body of the carrier to hang down in the front. The waist part must be smooth on you. 
(pic. no.1)

2. Adjust the height of the chest strap. It should be located across the upper part of your 
shoulder blades, high enough that it can be fastened with your hands behind your 
back. (pic. no.2)

3. Sit on a soft surface and lay the body of the carrier on your lap. Untie one of the top 
snaps of the lining to place your baby easily.

4. Slip your baby’s leg between the lining and the body of the carrier. (pic. no.3)  
The lining smoothes on your baby’s tummy. Tie back the top snap through the little hole. 
(pic. no.4-5)  
Take care your baby’s breathing.

Front Carrying with Newborn Lining

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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5. Lift up the carrier carefully and place the shoulder straps on your shoulders. (pic. no.6-7)

6. Tighten them for comfort.

7. Bring both hands behind your neck and reach for the chest strap. (pic. no.8)  
Engage the buckle and tighten the strap to secure the shoulder straps. The height of 
the chest strap should help the carrier’s stability and the weight distribution.

8. Put your baby’s legs right as follows:

The youngest babies prefer ‘frog position’. Put their legs to squat position propping 
the feet with the body of the carrier. (pic. no.9)

Olders do not need the ‘frog position”, put their legs out from the carrier into wide 
opened hip position. (pic. no.10)

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.
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Front Carrying Position

1. Pull the straps under the safety elastic bends and fasten the waist belt tightly, allow 
body of the carrier to hang down in the front. The waist part must be smooth on you. 
(pic. no.1).

2. Adjust the height of the chest strap. (pic. no.2) It should be located across the upper 
part of your shoulder blades, high enough that it can be fastened with your hands 
behind your back.

3. Place one of the shoulder straps on your shoulder, sit your baby in the middle of the 
carrier and place the other shoulder strap on your other shoulder. (pic. no.3-4)

1. 2. 3. 4.
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4. Bring both hands behind your neck and reach for the chest strap. Engage the buckle 
and tighten the strap to secure the shoulder straps. (pic. no.5) The height of the chest 
strap should help the carrier’s stability and the weight distribution. 

5. Tighten them for comfort. (pic. no.6)

6. If it is needed lift the baby’s legs a little and help the botty to slip its place by springing 
your knees. (pic. no.7-8)

5. 6. 7. 8.
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1. Pull the straps under the safety elastic bends and fasten the waist belt tightly, allow 
body of the carrier to hang down back. The waist part must be smooth on you.  
(pic. no.1)

2. Balance the baby on your hip. Bend forward as you begin to shift baby’s weight to your 
back. The baby’s legs must cuddle your hip and the botty must be above the body of 
the carrier. (pic. no.2, 3 and 4)

3. Still bending forward, continue to support baby’s arm or botty with one of your hand 
and move the other hand through shoulder strap adjusting it to shoulder. Then move 
your other hand and stand upright carefully pulling the body of the carrier behind the 
baby’s back. (pic. no.5)

Back Carrying Position

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



4. When standing upright pull the belts of the shoulder straps back but down to adjust the 
tightness. (pic. no.6-7)

5. Lift the baby’s legs a little and help the botty to slip its place by springing your knees. 
(pic. no.8)

6. If it is needed you can tighten the waist belt but never unbuckle it while the baby is in 
the carrier. Finally fasten the chest strap and tighten it to relieve the shoulders and help 
the weight distribution. (pic. no.9-10)

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.
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! Cool Back Lifting with Older Children

1. Pull the straps under the safety elastic bends and fasten the waist belt tightly, allow body of 
the carrier to hang down back. The waist part must be smooth on you. (pic. no.1)

2. Put baby/child on back as if to give a piggy back ride. Stand in front of your baby, cross your 
arms and grab the baby’s arms close to the shoulders. (pic. no.2) Lift the baby to your back 
getting through your head under your top arm till your lower arm supports your baby’s tummy 
being under cover. (pic. no.3) Practice with help until you become comfortable with it.

3. Still bending forward, continue to support baby’s arm or botty with one of your hand  
(pic no. 4) and move the other hand through shoulder strap adjusting it to shoulder. Then 
move your other hand and stand upright carefully pulling the body of the carrier behind the 
baby’s back. (pic. no. 5)  Then follow the fastening directions on page 9.

Lifting back is not 
handy for everybody 
on the same way. To 
find the most fitting 
way for yourself and 
enjoy the advantages 
of back carrying here 
you can find two more 
popular methods.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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1. Lay the body of the carrier on the back-rest and the straps on the seat of a sofa. (pic. no.1)

2. Seat the baby on the body of the carrier supporting the back to the carrier laying on the 
back-rest. (pic. no. 2)

3. Adjust the waist straps above the baby’s straddled legs. (pic. no. 3) 

4. Sit in front of the baby and fasten the waist belt. (pic. no. 4)

5. Tighten it for comfort.

6. Grab the shoulder straps and place the shoulder straps on your shoulders pulling the baby on 
your back. (pic. no. 5)

7. Stand upright carefully pulling the body of the carrier behind the baby’s back. Then follow the 
fastening directions on page 9.

Alleviated Back Lifting with Younger Babies

5.4.3.2.1.
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1. Unbuckle both shoulder straps and lengthen them. Pull the straps under the safety elastic 
bends and fasten the waist belt tightly, allow body of the carrier to hang down on the 
side. The waist part must be smooth on you.

2. Buckle the front shoulder strap’s female a buckle with the other shoulder strap’s male 
buckle. (pic. no.1)

3. Seat the baby on your hip, adjust the botty in the middle carrier. (pic. no. 2)

4. Pull the buckled strap above your head and place it on your shoulder. (pic. no. 3)

5. Adjust the strap comfortable but tight.)

6. Place the back shoulder strap on your waist and buckle with the other strap. (pic. no. 4)

7. Tighten it for comfort.

Hip Carrying Position

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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1.    1.    2.    2.

3.    3. 4.    4.

1. Unbuckle both shoulder straps and lengthen them. Pull the straps under the safety elastic 
bends and fasten the waist belt tightly, allow body of the carrier to hang down on the 
side. The waist part must be smooth on you.

2. Buckle the front shoulder strap’s female a buckle with the other shoulder strap’s male 
buckle. (pic. no.1)

3. Seat the baby on your hip, adjust the botty in the middle carrier. (pic. no. 2)

4. Pull the buckled strap above your head and place it on your shoulder. (pic. no. 3)

5. Adjust the strap comfortable but tight.)

6. Place the back shoulder strap on your waist and buckle with the other strap. (pic. no. 4)

7. Tighten it for comfort.

1. Fasten the hood with the snaps and velcros to the 
worked up part of the pocket. (pic. no1)

2. Smooth away the hood in the pocket. (pic. no.2)

Fastening of Sleeping Hood

Use of Sleeping Hood

1. Hold the carbine hooks located on the two corners of the 
hood. (pic. no. 3)

2. Lift the hood to the baby’s head, and then bring the 
straps to the front, fix the straps to the rubber ring on the 
shoulder strap. (pic. no. 4)

3. Adjust the fit of the hood using the drawstring found in 
the middle of the hood.
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Safety Tips of Buckling

1. Fastening the waist belt: buckle the waist straps on your waist or 
hip and tighten it for comfort. (pic. no. 1) The stiffened part must be 
smooth on you tightly. (pic. no. 2) Pull the adjustable waist buckles. 
It must be comfortable during carrying too and can be fixed with 
velcros. (pic. no. 3).

2. Fastening the shoulder straps: pull the straps under the safety elastic 
bends and fasten tightly. (pic. no. 4).

Fixing the Ends of the Straps

Feed the end of the strap through the rub-
ber ring securing the correct position of the 
clip, as well as keeping the free end of the 
strap out of the way. (pic. no. 1)

The end of the waist strap can be fed 
through the rubber ring used for securing 
the strap or fixed with the Velcro provided 
(pic. no. 2). 

Alternatively the straps can be rolled up 
and fixed with the Velcro near the clips. 
(pic. no. 3)

2.1.

3. 4.

1.

2.

3.
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4.3.

2.1.

Sometimes it is needed to adjust the straps during carrying. You can do it 
easily with the buckles as follows: 

1. If the two straps of the buckles are at right angles it becomes easily 
adjustable. (pic. no. 1) Attention! Take care the buckles must not get 
into this position during carrying by chance because the straps can 
slip out and it is dangerous. Certainly according to the design it must 
not happen but please also take care.

2. If the buckles and the straps are side by side they are fixed safely. 
(pic. no.2) In this position it is not adjustable. Pull the straps under the 
safety elastic bends.

3. For fine tuning or breastfeeding whilst carrying use the sliding adjust-
ers found on the shoulder strap. Pull the ends of the straps to bring 
the baby closer to your body (pic. no. 3), or loosen them to increase 
the space. (pic. no. 4)

Adjusting the Shoulder Straps Whilst in Use



Collection

Liliputi® Mama Coat: In cold weather it 
seems complicated to wear your baby 
comfortably without one of you freezing. 
The solution for this is the Babywearing 
Mama Coat which is fashionable and 
available in the same designs as your fa-
vourite carrier. You can use it for front & 
back carry and without carrier as well.

Liliputi® Mama Bag: Our multifunctional 
Mama Bags (Babywearing and Diaper 
Bag) are optimal accessories for baby-
wearing, designed by a renowned de-
signer, for satisfying mothers needs. You 
will find them in the same collection as 
our carriers. You can wear it either as a 
shoulder bag, a side bag or a backpack.

Liliputi® Baby Changing Pad: Baby 
changing  on the way, is not always 
easy. But with this mobile changing pad, 
your task will be real fun :) Everything that 
you need while changing your little one 
will find a place in its numerous pockets. 
Above all, it perfectly fits the Mama Bag.

Liliputi® Mama Pocket Belt: An adjust-
able pocket belt, that allows you to 
use your hands freely while it provides a 
fancy and stylish look. The pockets are 
designed in a way to have room not 
only for the mother’s personal things but 
for the baby’s basic needs, the nappies 
and the feeding bottle as well. 

Complete your baby carrier with one of the following  
Liliputi® babywearing accessories, maching your favorite  
carrier:

Find us at www.liliputi.com. Write us an email at info@liliputi.com, 
call us at +36 1 631 6519.  If you like our products, please 
leave us feedback! :)
 
 


